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Abstract: With an ever increasing demand for data, better and efficient spectrum operation has
become crucial in cellular networks. In this paper, we present a detailed survey of various resource
allocation schemes that have been considered for the cellular network’s operation in the unlicensed
spectrum. The key channel access mechanisms for cellular network’s operation in the unlicensed
bands are discussed. The various channel selection techniques are explored and their operation
explained. The prime issue of fairness between cellular and Wi-Fi networks is discussed, along with
suitable resource allocation techniques that help in achieving this fairness. We analyze the coverage,
capacity, and impact of coordination in LTE-U systems. Furthermore, we study and discuss the impact
and discussed the impact of various traffic type, environments, latency, handover, and scenarios on
LTE-U’s performance. The new upcoming 5G New Radio and MulteFire is briefly described along
with some of the critical aspects of LTE-U which require further research.
Keywords: CSAT; LAA-LBT; LTE-U resource allocation; operations in unlicensed band

1. Introduction
The demand for data in cellular networks has increased exponentially in the past few
decades. To meet this ever-increasing demand, a several-fold increase in spectrum is required [1].
However, the cost of the licensed spectrum has become exorbitantly high. Thus, cellular network
operators are continuously looking for technological solutions to efficiently operate their networks
with minimum cost for spectrum. This has resulted in the rapid adoption of Long-Term Evolution
(LTE) based cellular networks. However, most of the available licensed spectrum in lower than 6 GHz
bands has already been allocated. The co-existence of multiple access technologies in the 2.4 GHz
unlicensed spectrum termed as the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band makes it unsuitable
for operation of LTE [2]. Therefore, based on the availability across the globe, the 5 GHz unlicensed
national information infrastructure (U-NII) band can be used for the operation of LTE based cellular
networks with suitable modifications.
The unlicensed spectrum can be used by LTE in broadly three ways. One way is to offload LTE
traffic to Wi-Fi in the unlicensed spectrum [3]. A second is the integration of this unlicensed band
with the licensed spectrum and utilization of LTE air-interface with minimum changes (also referred
to as LTE-U) [4]. A third way is license assisted access with a listen before talk (LAA-LBT) feature
potentially in LTE Release 13 (Rel-13) [5]. The benefits of using LTE-U or LAA-LBT rather than a hybrid
solution of LTE and Wi-Fi are the subject of ongoing discussions within the research community [6]
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and is beyond the scope of this article. In this article, we focus on the second and the third, i.e., the
LTE-U and LAA-LBT, respectively, as they have become promising technologies to offer increased data
rates without increase in the cost of spectrum.
Traditionally, the 5 GHz unlicensed band has been used for Wi-Fi, RADAR, and other
applications [2]. Given the unlicensed nature, several users can simultaneously operate in this band
without any coordination. Thus, the persistence of transmissions of LTE-U can significantly degrade
the performance of incumbent devices in the unlicensed band which employ carrier sense multiple
access (CSMA) as medium access control (MAC) protocol [7]. The motivation of this article is to explore
in-depth the resource allocation techniques proposed in the literature for channel access mechanisms
and channel selection schemes for LTE-U and LAA-LBT that ensure fair coexistence with existing
devices. We also study the impact of coordination, traffic type, and the environment on the capacity,
coverage, and latency of LTE-U and LAA-LBT using the resource allocation techniques co-existing
with Wi-Fi. Furthermore, we examine in detail the key issues in LTE-U and LAA-LBT that should be
addressed. We present possible future works that can help network regulators and cellular operators
in adoption of best policies for LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band while keeping in mind the
interest of existing Wi-Fi users.
For the two different potential technologies for LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band,
the available spectrum and the channel access mechanisms in the unlicensed spectrum are region
specific. For example, the different bands and their functioning in the United States (US) is explained
in detail in [2]. The unlicensed spectrum layout for some of the key cellular markets have been
studied in [8], while [9] presents a detailed insight of all the sub-bands in the 5 GHz band for the
major markets. The two key region specific channel access mechanisms for LTE’s operation in the
unlicensed band that are globally under consideration are carrier sensing adaptive transmission (CSAT)
and LAA-LBT. For non-LBT markets such as South Africa and India, CSAT is proposed to be used
with Rel-10 carrier aggregation protocols for co-channel existence. In case of LBT markets like Japan
and Europe, Rel-13 with LAA-LBT will be used [5]. In Figure 1, some of the key cellular markets
with the corresponding channel access mechanism for LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band are
presented [5,10]. It is observed from Figure 1 that a significant proportion of the cellular network
regulators across the globe are planning/conducting trials with both the channel access mechanisms
for LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band. Furthermore, a sizable proportion of the global markets
have not started experimenting with either of the technologies. Hence, this article is even more relevant,
as the presented results can be used by the regulators and network operators to make suitable decisions
in the context of LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band. Most regulations put limits on transmission
powers in the unlicensed bands. For instance, for the lower 5 GHz band, the maximum transmission
power in Europe is 23 dBm EIRP. As a result of the transmission power limits, LAA will generally be
more suited for small cell deployments.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The introduction and related works are covered in
Sections 1 and 2, respectively. In Section 3, we present the channel access mechanisms for LTE-U.
The channel selection techniques for LTE-U are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, the fairness of
these mechanisms and techniques in terms of the scaling with the users, operators, and access points is
evaluated. The coverage, capacity, and coordination in the context of LTE-U are analyzed in Section 6.
The LTE-’s performance evaluation in diverse traffic type, environments, and scenarios is studied in
Section 7. In Section 8, latency and handover scenarios for LTE-U are analyzed. The upcoming 5G New
Radio and MulteFire technologies are discussed in Sections 9 and 10, respectively. The open issues in
LTE-U are discussed in Section 11, followed by some concluding remarks in Section 12.
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Figure 1. A region wise classification of trials and deployments of various channel access mechanisms
for LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band.

2. Related Work
An in-depth survey of the coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi on the 5 GHz unlicensed band has
been presented in [11]. In [11], various coexistence related features of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi have been
discussed in detail. Furthermore, several deployment scenarios and scenario oriented decision-making
along with possible research directions have been presented. However, fair coexistence of LTE-LAA
(or LTE-U) and Wi-Fi is dependent on the resource allocation schemes used in LTE-LAA (or LTE-U)
and Wi-Fi. Thus, in this work, we present a detailed survey of channel selection and channel access
mechanisms for both LTE-LAA and LTE-U from the perspective of resource allocation.
In [12], an overview of the challenges and requirements of the fronthaul technology in LTE-U
based small cells (SCs) in 5G networks has been presented. Furthermore, the advantages and challenges
for various candidate fronthaul technologies have been discussed. However, the important issues of
fairness, coexistence, and handover have not been discussed in [12]. Similarly, in [13], the impact of
several design parameters of the LAA-LBT evaluation framework on the channel access opportunities
of LAA and its coexistence have been studied, for both single-channel as well as multi-channel
operation. Key design specification with different channel access methods for coexistence framework
of LAA and Wi-Fi based on release 13 have been presented in [13]. However, suitable resource
allocation techniques to optimize the performance of LAA-LBT and Wi-Fi have not been discussed.
In [14], an overview of the Rel-13 LAA technology including motivation, use cases,
LTE enhancements for enabling the unlicensed band operation, and the coexistence evaluation
results contributed by 3GPP participants have been provided. Performance results for the LAA-LBT
coexistence mechanism have been presented. However, coverage, capacity, or fairness with respect to
number of users, access points (APs), and SC have not been discussed. In [15], an overview of various
technical issues like coexistence among the different operators, different RAT, handover between
RAT and LTE-U, traffic balancing, and traffic loading in Wi-Fi mechanism have been discussed.
However, issues from real-time hardware implementation and analysis of the LTE-U and LAA-LBT
from a resource allocation perspective have not been included.
Unlike the existing surveys that are targeted only for coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi, this paper
focuses on the complete study of resource allocation techniques for LAA-LBT and LTE-U including
game theory and machine learning for fair coexistence. We have also presented a summary on different
traffic model, environments and performance evaluation of coverage, capacity and coordination for
both uplink and downlink. Furthermore, we have discussed the real-time hardware implementation
for LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band. Additionally, we have explained some open issues and
solutions for resource allocation in CSAT and LAA-LBT.
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3. Channel Access Mechanisms
The distributed coordination function (DCF) is the basic channel access mechanism for Wi-Fi
devices operating in the 5 GHz band [16]. In DCF, the Wi-Fi device performs an initial clear channel
assessment for a pre-determined time (called as arbitration inter-frame spacing (AIFS) time of at least
34 µs) and transmits if the channel is idle. In case the channel is busy, the Wi-Fi device backs off
for a random number of time slots from a pre-determined contention window, and then transmits
based on availability of the channel. A successful transmission is followed by an acknowledgement
(ACK). The received ACK is used to update the contention window. This contention window update
requires knowledge of immediate ACK. The DCF cannot be directly used in the presence of delayed
ACKs. However, the ACKs are typically delayed in LTE. Thus, for regions like Japan and Europe that
have requirements for supporting LBT at the milliseconds time scale, LAA-LBT based channel access
mechanisms have been proposed as follows.
3.1. License Assisted Access with Listen before Talk (LAA-LBT)
The commercial availability of LAA was first discussed in [5]. The LAA requires discontinuous
transmission on a carrier with limited maximum transmission duration. The channel selection for
LAA devices should select carriers with low interference and is required for radar avoidance in certain
regions/bands (discussed in detail in next section). Transmit power control is another regulatory
requirement in many regions that requires the transmitting LAA device to reduce the transmit power
compared to the maximum nominal transmit power [17]. The LAA utilizes carrier aggregation such
that the secondary carrier comprises of the unlicensed spectrum in the 5 GHz U-NII bands and the
primary carrier is the licensed spectrum [7].
The LAA based systems are required to perform LBT that includes a clear channel assessment
(CCA) before accessing the channel using energy detection for a pre-determined time (20 µs). Based on
the energy detectors output over CCA time, the channel is considered as idle or busy. For an idle
channel, the LTE-U device starts transmitting immediately, whereas, for a busy channel, more CCAs
are performed based on the type of LBT category as follows [18].
•
•
•
•

In Category 1, no LBT is performed (similar to CSAT discussed in the next subsection).
The Category 2 consists of LBT without random back-off.
An LBT with a random back-off with fixed size of contention window is performed in Category 3.
The Category 4 consists of LBT with random back-off with variable size of contention window.

The basic LAA-LBT based channel access mechanism is depicted in Figure 2 for the last three
categories. The defer period in Figure 2 is the minimum time a device must wait after the channel
becomes idle before its transmission [3]. In Figure 2, the four key resource allocation parameters that
govern the performance of the LAA-LBT based channel access mechanisms are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the channel access time,
the transmit power,
the backoff window,
the defer period and extended clear channel assessment (ECCA).

A MAC protocol design that to select LAA-LBT’s channel access time (also termed as transmission
time) such that the LAA-LBT’s throughput is maximized while maintaining fairness to existing
Wi-Fi devices has been proposed in [19]. Given existing Wi-Fi networks, the feasible region of
LAA-LBT’s transmission time has also been determined. The impact of ECCA has been neglected in
the computation of optimal channel access time in [19].
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Figure 2. Various LAA-LBT categories for channel access mechanisms of LTE when operating in the
unlicensed band.

Joint optimization of the LAA-LBT’s channel access time and its transmit power has been
considered in [20–22]. The optimal traffic balancing between licensed and unlicensed band for
LAA-LBT based SCs has been considered in [20]. The traffic balancing for LAA-LBT and Wi-Fi has
been modeled as a coalition game in [23]. Min-max and Shapley fairness has been used as objectives to
improve resource utilization with almost blank sub-frames and user offloading for LAA-LBT. A joint
subcarrier level power allocation along with channel access time allocation has been formulated as an
optimization problem in [21]. Both [20,21] consider a waterfilling algorithm based power allocation.
The tuning of the minimum contention window can have a significant impact on the performance
of the overall system. The resource allocation problem for selection of minimum contention window
without affecting the aggregate throughput of the WiFi users has been framed in [24]. A Genetic
Algorithm based solution has been proposed in [24] to search for the optimal contention window size
size of every LAA-LBT SC. Furthermore, a multi-agent reinforcement learning (Q-learning) based
contention window adjustment for LAA-LBT has also been proposed in [24] to achieve the dual
goals of maximizing the LAA-LBT utility and ensuring the Wi-Fi network’s throughput. In [25],
a Markov chain-based approach has been used to obtain the optimal contention window size of
LTE-U SCs, which maximizes the total throughput of Wi-Fi and LTE-U networks. The carrier selection,
discontinuous transmission and transmit power control for LAA-LBT have been considered in [26]
with an enhanced Q-learning technique for carrier sensing. In [27], the optimal sizes of the contention
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window have been derived, and a novel resource scheduling approach employing linear programming
has been proposed to maximize the spectrum efficiency.
A joint optimization problem considering transmit power, channel access time, and contention
window size of the LAA-LBT based SC users that guarantees them a minimum data rate while
minimizing the interference to the nearby Wi-Fi users have been presented in [28]. Channel access
algorithms utilizing the solution of the joint optimization problem have been proposed in [28].
Furthermore, an algorithm for admission control of LAA-LBT SC users based on the available
unlicensed bandwidth from Wi-Fi networks is also discussed Alternatively, a Markov chain based
approach has been used to derive the optimal contention window size for LAA based systems
in [29]. Furthermore, this optimal contention window size has been used to perform user scheduling
with the objective of minimizing the waiting time of the packets in the queue. An Interior Point
Algorithm based solution has also been proposed in [27] for user scheduling. In [29], the LTE-U
interference has been modeled using a hidden Markov process. The problem of jointly adapting Wi-Fi
rates/modes using a framework of partially observable Markov decision process has been solved
in [23]. Furthermore, a detection approach based on the sliding window correlation is analyzed for the
transmit and sense mode. In [30], resource allocation of dynamically configurable channel occupancy
duration and flexible allocation of subcarriers has been considered for an LTE-U system.
In some geographical regions like India, USA, and China, the LAA-LBT is not mandatory [3].
For such regions, the following channel access mechanism has been proposed for the LTE’s operation
in the unlicensed band.
3.2. Carrier Sensing Adaptive Transmission (Csat)
In CSAT, the LTE-U based SC senses the channel for a longer duration compared to LBT and
CSMA (around 10 to 200 ms) [5]. Then, based on the sensed activity on the channel, the CSAT algorithm
selects the proportion of time to be used for LTE as shown in Figure 3. Thus, for a proportion of the
gating cycle, the CSAT based LTE-U SC actively utilizes the unlicensed spectrum, while, for the rest of
the cycle, the SC switches off the transmission. Note that the CSAT has longer latency then CSMA or
LBT, an impact that is mitigated by avoiding channels that Wi-Fi APs use for discovery signals and
QoS traffic (i.e., primary channels) [5]. Thus, CSAT can also ensure fair channel sharing between LTE-U
and neighboring Wi-Fi devices by suitably selecting the LTE-U ON period as depicted in Figure 3,
utilizing optimal transmit power, and balancing the load between the licensed and the unlicensed
LTE users.

TCSAT Gating cycle

TCSAT Gating cycle
LTE-U ON
1

2

LTE-U OFF
N

N+1 N+2

LTE-U ON
N

1

2

LTE-U OFF
N

N+1 N+2

N

1

2
TS-2

N

Figure 3. CSAT based channel access for LTE operation in the unlicensed band.

In [31], a proportional fair rate allocation scheme has been considered for a mixed Wi-Fi and
LTE-U network. Optimal LTE-U ON time has been derived using the famous Karush–Kuhn–Tucker
(KKT) conditions [32] on the rate allocation problem. Similarly, a proportional fair rate allocation for
CSAT and LBT has been framed as a convex optimization and solved using the KKT conditions for
optimal LTE-U ON time. Joint resource allocation for LTE-U based SC’s in the licensed and unlicensed
bands has been considered in [33]. A weighted Tchebycheff method based algorithm has also been
presented that can find the complete set of Pareto optimal solutions for the energy efficient resource
allocation in [33]. In [34], a fair time-sharing model based on the ruin theory has been proposed to
perform efficient duty-cycle allocation in LTE-U.
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In [35], a multi-objective joint optimization for load balancing between Wi-Fi and LTE-U has
been framed. The optimal solution to the multi-objective optimization includes both the number of
users to be offloaded as well as the optimal LTE-U ON time. Even the scenario of multiple Wi-Fi
APs has been considered in [35]. Both throughput and fairness for the LTE-U system have been
maximized by a multi-objective optimization problem in [36]. In [37], a multi-armed bandit approach
for dynamic duty cycle selection has been considered along with downlink power control for higher
energy efficiency and interference reduction. In [38], a minority game inspired distributed user
association mechanism has been proposed for LTE-U SCs that aims to achieve load balancing under
different resource contention schemes between the LTE-U and Wi-Fi networks. Joint optimization
of transmit power, available bandwidth, and CSAT channel access time has been considered in [39].
A max-min based objective function has been used to ensure fairness in the joint optimization across
both Wi-Fi and LTE networks’ throughput. Utilization of the Wi-Fi point coordination function
protocol by LTE-U to facilitate fair coexistence with Wi-Fi has been considered in [40]. A network
utility maximization problem based on the Nash bargaining solution has been considered in [40],
along with joint optimization of user association and resource allocation to improve system throughput
and user fairness. A closed-form expression for the optimal contention period of Wi-Fi under a
given user association has also been derived in [40]. In [41], a hybrid approach using both CSAT and
LAA-LBT has been considered. Joint spectrum and transmission power allocation along with dynamic
adaptation of the back-off window size and the duty-cycle time fraction based on the Wi-Fi traffic
and available licensed spectrum resource has been considered in [41]. Similarly, analytical derivation
of dynamic switching between CSAT and LBT for LTE-U has been considered in [42]. Both CSAT
and LAA-LBT as channel access mechanisms can ensure channel sharing between existing devices.
However, the 5 GHz band has multiple channels available. Hence, the channel selection for the
LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band discussed next is critical to avoid interference and ensure
fair co-existence.
4. Channel Selection for LTE Operation in the Unlicensed Band
The objective of channel selection is to choose one or more 20 MHz channels for LTE operation
in the unlicensed band that would cause least interference to the existing devices operating in these
channels [43]. The channel selection for LTE operation in the unlicensed band is performed periodically
over a time scale larger than the channel access mechanisms discussed in the previous section.
Varying numbers of neighboring devices and their corresponding traffic loads play an important
role in designing appropriate channel selection schemes. A comprehensive set of scenarios for LTE’s
channel selection in the unlicensed band is as follows [44]:
•
•
•
•

Fully distributed scenario with each LTE based SC independently selecting the channel in the
unlicensed band.
Scenario with intra-operator coordination, such that all SC’s of an operator share information and
jointly perform channel selection for the LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band.
Inter-operator coordination scenario, where all operators in the vicinity of each other share LTE’s
channel selection information for the unlicensed band.
Inter-RAT coordination scenario in which multiple LTE operators share channel selection
information even with nearby Wi-Fi networks.

Given the unlicensed channel selection by the LTE operating in the unlicensed band, the selected
channel can be used in one of the following three modes [45]:
•
•

Supplemental Downlink: The unlicensed channel is used to carry only data traffic in downlink.
The uplink and control channels remain on the licensed spectrum.
Carrier Aggregation: The uplink and downlink data can be transmitted over both unlicensed and
licensed channel. However, the control channel remains in the licensed spectrum.
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Standalone: Data and control information on the downlink and uplink is sent completely on the
unlicensed spectrum.

The different modes of operation for LTE in the unlicensed band are illustrated in Figure 4.
The fully distributed scenario of channel selection for LTE-U with the utilization of the unlicensed
band in the supplemental downlink mode has been explored in [44]. A distributed Q-learning based
mechanism has been proposed in [44] in which each LTE-U based SC measures and stores an expected
reward that can be achieved by using any channel based on its past experience. These reward values
are used for efficient channel selection that ensures fair coexistence with Wi-Fi. A Q-learning based
channel selection scheme for the fully distributed scenario with supplemental downlink mode has
been considered in [46] for non-stationary users. The supplemental downlink mode with the fully
distributed scenario has also been modeled as a non-cooperative repeated game in [47]. An iterative
trial and error learning based approach for selection of best action has been presented in [47] that
drives each SC towards a Nash equilibrium of channel selection.
A cognitive spectrum sharing scheme for carrier aggregation mode in the intra-operator
coordination scenario has been proposed in [48]. The spectrum sharing for LTE-U in [48] has been
framed with utility maximization as the objective to ensure proportional fairness between the SCs.
The resulting formulation turns out to be a mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problem (MINLP)
because of the binary nature of channel assignment. Traditionally, the MINLPs are difficult to solve
optimally in polynomial time. Hence, a solution algorithm based on a combination of a branch and
bound and successive convex relaxation techniques for channel selection has been presented in [48].
A spatial adaptive play based channel selection method has been presented in [49] for the
distributed scenario with carrier aggregation mode. The distributed algorithm in [49] tries to achieve
the optimal action profile in which each LTE-U SC adapts its channel selection based on neighboring
LTE-U SC usage, and this channel selection information is shared in the group. The joint user
association, channel selection, and load balancing for LTE-U has been formulated as a non-cooperative
game in [50] for the fully distributed scenario with the carrier aggregation mode. Furthermore,
a distributed machine learning algorithm based on the echo state networks has been proposed in [50] for
channel selection. In [50], it has been shown that the proposed algorithm converges to a mixed strategy
Nash equilibrium and performs better than the existing Q-learning based schemes for distributed
channel selection.
Licensed

Unlicensed

Licensed

Unlicensed

Figure 4. Different modes of operation for the LTE in the unlicensed band.

Inter-RAT coordination for spectrum sharing between multiple operators using both LTE-U and
Wi-Fi have been modeled as a repeated game in [51]. A geographical clustering-based approach
for the LTE-U SCs and the Wi-Fi APs has been used for coordination. The coordinating SCs use a
decision tree learning based channel selection scheme in [51]. Furthermore, an incentive mechanism
has been proposed to motivate operators to willing to share spectrum resources. In [52], a deep learning
approach has been proposed for modeling the resource allocation problem of LAA-LBT SCs with
dynamic channel selection, carrier aggregation, and fractional spectrum access while guaranteeing
fairness with existing Wi-Fi networks.
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Note that channel selection should not be confused with dynamic frequency selection (DFS).
The DFS is a regulatory requirement to select a channel on a relatively slow time scale in comparison
to channel selection to avoid co-channel interference to existing systems like RADAR [43]. A key
issue in LTE in unlicensed band deployment with various channel access mechanisms and channel
selection schemes are the fair co-existence of LTE-U devices with other devices in the unlicensed bands.
Thus, in the next section, we study the impact of LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band on the fairness
of the system.
5. Fairness
For fair co-existence with Wi-Fi devices, 3GPP mandates that LTE’s operation in the unlicensed
band must not impact Wi-Fi services any more than an additional Wi-Fi network in the same band [18].
In this regard, fair coexistence of CSAT based LTE-U with Wi-Fi has been studied in [45,53,54].
A detailed field trial of CSAT’s fair coexistence with Wi-Fi from a normalized throughput perspective for
a varying number of users and SC’s has been considered in [53]. Both intra-operator and inter-operator
scenarios of LTE’s operation in unlicensed band with sparse and dense multi-cell deployments show
that LTE’s operation in unlicensed band outperforms Wi-Fi for all measurement distances considered
in [53]. From a delay based analysis, it has been shown in [45], that more work needs to be done
to achieve fair coexistence between Wi-Fi and CSAT based LTE-U. In [54], a novel optimal traffic
balancing scheme has been proposed for multiple unlicensed bands to achieve fairness between LTE-U
and Wi-Fi through optimum power and time allocation in LTE-U.
For a large number of devices, the centralized optimization framework proposed in [39] results
in fair sharing between Wi-Fi and LTE’s operation in unlicensed band by exploiting power control
and time division channel access diversity. Using a max-min fairness based approach, the results
in [39] indicate that uncoordinated time based operation of Wi-Fi and LTE’s operation in unlicensed
band results in severe performance degradation. A central coordinator based approach for fair
coexistence between LTE-U and Wi-Fi has been analyzed in [35] for the three scenarios where the
central coordinator has no information about Wi-Fi users, has information about the distance between
Wi-Fi and LTE-U SC, and has the channel state information. A Nash bargaining solution is used
for a fair and joint user association plus resource allocation in [35]. To achieve the various possible
performance trade-offs between LTE-U and Wi-Fi, a joint licensed and unlicensed spectrum allocation
is considered in [55]. In [31], a joint proportional fair scheduling scheme for coexistence of Wi-Fi and
LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band has been proposed.
Several works like [49,56–58] analyze CSAT-based channel access. However, they do not
consider the impact of a varying number of users, SCs, or multi-operator scenarios on fairness of the
system. In [48], the dynamic channel selection, carrier aggregation, and fractional spectrum access
for LTE-U networks has been considered, while guaranteeing fair spectrum access for Wi-Fi based
on a cross-technology fairness criterion. The per-user average throughput for the LTE users has been
maximized in [59], while bounding the minimum average throughput and maximum delay in each
Wi-Fi network.
For LAA-LBT, the impact of LTE-U on Wi-Fi for multiple cells and multi-operator scenario has
been studied in [60]. Given that Wi-Fi’s AIFS time (34 µs) is longer than LAA-LBT based LTE-U’s
proposed CCA time (20 µs), there exists scenarios in which LTE-U will sense the channel idle and
transmit before any Wi-Fi device. To mitigate these scenarios, a fair LAA-LBT mechanism has been
proposed in [6] that maximizes the LTE-U’s airtime while not degrading the Wi-Fi’s throughput.
The gain for LTE’s operation in an unlicensed band in [6] increases as the number of competing Wi-Fi
stations grow. A novel and fair LAA-LBT algorithm to ensure high throughput of both LTE-U and
Wi-Fi has been proposed in [61]. Similarly, an adaptive LAA-LBT has been proposed in [62] that scales
fairly with an increasing number of users. In [63], the basic LBT mechanism is used to guarantee
fairness with Wi-Fi along with a coalition strategy between LTE-U SCs to decrease the high collision
probability at a heavy traffic load. A cooperative game theoretic solution is proposed in which SCs in
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a coalition contend for accessing the channel as single entity. This effectively reduces the number of
stations contending for accessing the channel and the collision probability.
A stochastic geometry-based approach for performance analysis of LTE-U and Wi-Fi has been
presented in [64,65]. The impact of number of users and SCs on the fairness of the system is evaluated
in [64,65], respectively. A stochastic geometry-based framework has been considered in [66] to analyze
the throughput and fairness issues in Wi-Fi and LTE-U’s coexistence.
A discrete Markov chain-based analysis of the LAA-LBT based system is considered in [61,67]
that shows fair co-existence with an increasing number of users and SCs, respectively. In [68–71],
the fairness of LAA-LBT based LTE-U with respect to existing Wi-Fi users has been considered.
However, the impact of increasing number of users, SCs, and operators needs to be further studied.
The number of studies that analyze the fairness of LAA-LBT based channel access mechanism are
larger than a similar number of studies for CSAT based channel access. However, a comprehensive
study that analyzes LAA-LBT based LTE-U’s fairness towards Wi-Fi with varying number of users,
SCs, and operators is required. A comprehensive summary of the various studies on the fairness of
CSAT and LAA-LBT based channel access mechanisms along with various channel selection schemes
is presented in Table 1. Next, we explore the existing studies from the perspective of coverage, capacity,
and coordination in LTE’s operation in the unlicensed band.
Dynamic uplink radio access selection scheme between scheduling and random access for
LAA uplink transmission has been proposed in [72]. In order to exploit optimum performance,
an optimization game of the uplink radio access selection has been formulated. The optimum solution
of the game is proved to exist by potential game theory. The comparison of fairness between LBT
and CSAT has been performed in [73]. The fundamental trade-off of co-channel interference (CI)
in a licensed spectrum and collision probability on the unlicensed spectrum has been analyzed
by developing a power allocation rule with double water-filling lines, and the complete set of
Pareto-optimal solution has been achieved by the weighted Tchebycheff method in [22]. In [74],
the LTE-U sum-rate maximization has been addressed using a cooperative Nash bargaining game
for fair coexistence and a one-sided matching game for a resources allocation problem in the LTE-U
system. The two games are repeated until convergence is achieved in [74].
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Table 1. A summary of fair co-existence analysis of LTE with WiFi on the unlicensed band.

CSAT Based

Scale with users

Scale with APs/BSs

Scale with Operators

References

X

X

X

[35,53]

X

X

X

[19,31,54,55]

X

X

X

[48]

X

X

X

[39,50,66]

Not specified

Channel Access Mechanisms

LAA-LBT Based

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

[6,21,42,61,62,64]

X

X

X

[23,25,63,65,67,73]

Not specified

Channel Selection Schemes

[49,58]
[27,28]

[20,26,33,41,68–71]

Type of Scheme

References

Coordinated approach for joint channel selection

[57,75]

Spatial adaptive play based channel selection method

[49]

Mode selection

[29]

Repeated game and learning based channel selection

[47]

Q-learning based channel selection

[44,46]
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6. Coverage, Capacity, and Coordination in LTE-U
The SINR coverage of an LTE-U operator is defined as the probability that a randomly chosen UE
can achieve an SINR through LTE-U SC higher than a pre-determined SINR threshold as given by [65].
The analytical results in [65] are presented for a single carrier, random carrier selection, and adaptive
carrier selection schemes. In [76], SINR and rate coverage probabilities have been analytically derived
and numerically evaluated for a stochastic geometry based framework. It has been shown in [76] that
WLAN and LTE-U can jointly achieve better rate coverage probability than typical WLAN networks
through lower channel access priority along with a more sensitive sensing threshold for LTE-U. In [77],
network capacity has been optimized for LTE-U and Wi-Fi coexistence with an optimal spectrum
splitting ratio. Furthermore, the coverage probabilities and average achievable rates for each radio
access technologies have been derived based on the user association in the networks.
In [53], coverage and capacity performance has been evaluated through field trials for LTE-U and
WLAN for single and multi-operator scenarios. A similar field trial has been considered in [78] for
ultra-dense networks. Four different scenarios for the LTE-U SCs and corresponding transmission
powers have been considered in [53] as follows:
•
•
•
•

For coverage test: 20 dBm,
For capacity test: 16 dBm,
For single-operator test: 8 dBm,
For multi-operator test: 16 dBm.

The authors in [53] show that direct introduction of LTE-U is not recommended and interference
avoidance technology is essential to maintain coverage and capacity in LTE-U. Furthermore, it has
been shown in [4] that existing water-filling algorithms are not suitable for LTE-U, due to computation
load and possible iteration divergence. Hence, to reduce complexity and achieve capacity, a successive
cap-limited water-filling algorithm has been proposed in [4] that maximizes the weighted capacity
within the power and interference constraints. In [79], a weighted Voronoi tessellation-based approach
has been utilized to maximize network capacity over an optimal SC operation scheme in LTE-U.
Typically, the WLANs are distributed networks based on the DCF. However, the LTE-U SC based
cellular networks can be centralized or distributed. The hardware based results in [39] indicate that
both WLAN and LTE networks suffer due to interference from each other. Hence, inter-network
coordination between WLAN and LTE-U through a centralized radio resource management entity has
been proposed in [39] for improved system performance. A novel approach of applying coordinated
multipoint (CoMP) based LTE-U has been considered in [80]. The simulation results in [58] show
that interference coordination can significantly improve the ergodic throughput of LTE-U without
compromising on WLAN’s throughput. Coordinated and distributed channel selection for collocated
WLAN and LTE-U cells has been analyzed in [57] for a single operator scenario. However, a similar
study for multi-operator scenario is required. A detailed study of intercell interference coordination
(ICIC) for LTE-U and WLAN has been performed in [7] with the following four scenarios.
•
•
•
•

Scenario 1 (Worst Coordination) Non Co-Located SCs with fully time aligned CSAT gating cycle.
Scenario 2 (Worst Coordination) Co-Located SCs with fully time aligned overlapping CSAT
gating cycle.
Scenario 3 (Best Coordination) Co-Located SCs using proposed ICIC in [7] to get orthogonal
non-overlapping CSAT gating cycle.
Scenario 4 (Random No Coordination) Co-Located SCs using randomly partially aligned
overlapping CSAT gating cycle.

The scheme proposed in [7] results in improvement of the overall LTE-U system performance.
In [35], a central coordinator based approach for fair coexistence between LTE-U and WLAN has been
analyzed based on the availability of distance and channel state information of the users at the central
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coordinator. A novel cloud based centralized resource allocation for LAA-LBT has been proposed
in [81]. The centralized scheme in [81] achieves the optimum resource utilization in the time and
spatial domain along with optimized energy efficiency.
An important issue from a coordination perspective in LTE-U is to decide between a frame based
equipment (FBE) or load based equipment (LBE). In an FBE, the LTE-U frames align with the existing
LTE frame structure. Alternatively, an LBE can contend for the channel as soon as it has data to
transmit. From LTE-U perspective, it has been discussed in [69] that an FBE can result in excessive
delays for high system load. Intra-operator and inter-operator synchronization in LTE-U with FBE
can result in multiple LAA cells observing the same resources as free causing frequent collisions [69].
Thus, an LBE is more suitable for LTE-U. A distributed scheme with a mix of LBT and CSAT has been
considered in [82] for channel reservation during the spectrum sensing period and LTE-U transmissions.
The LTE-U transmission in [82] is followed by the reserved duration for WLAN transmissions. It has
been shown in [82] that a reasonable level of WLAN protection can be achieved by adapting the LTE-U
parameters. In [49], a local interaction game based approach has been used for distributed channel
selection in LTE-U. Furthermore, an optimal spatial adaptive play (SAP) based LTE-U channel selection
algorithm is proposed in [49]. Distributed channel access mechanisms have been evaluated in [6,67,68].
Distributed channel selection has been examined in [44,46,60]. Next, we analyze the existing LTE-U
studies from the perspective of the environment, traffic type, and scenarios considered.
7. LTE-U’s Evaluation in Diverse Traffic Type, Environments, and Scenarios
The LTE-U performance for a full buffer or saturated mode has been analyzed in [39,53] for
downlink traffic with time division duplexing (TDD). A similar analysis for LTE-U with full buffer
downlink and frequency division duplexing (FDD) has been performed in [31]. However, a joint
analysis for LTE-U comparing downlink traffic with a full buffer for both FDD and TDD is not available.
A significant number of works as shown in Table 2 consider the saturated traffic conditions but do not
clearly demarcate the TDD or FDD as the duplexing mode. Furthermore, in the full buffer scenario,
no analysis is available for LTE-U with uplink traffic.
Table 2. A summary of traffic models studied for LTE-U.
Buffer

Uplink Downlink

Comment

References

Uplink

NA

[50]

TDD

[39,53]

FDD

[31]

Not specified

[6–8,20,21,29,35,44,50,57,60,66,67,76,82,83]

TDM

[81]

Voice traffic

[14,27,43,69]

FTP traffic

[14,69,84]

Not specified

[6,40,48,58,68,70,78,85]

Saturated
Downlink
Uplink
Non-saturated

Downlink

Not specified

[54,71,86]

In contrast with the full buffer mode, unsaturated traffic conditions for uplink traffic with TDM
have been studied in [81] for an FBE. The impact of co-existence of WLAN and LTE-U for FTP and VoIP
Packet data at WLAN and downlink FTP data at LTE-U has been analyzed in [69]. In [43], both FTP
and VoIP data over the LTE-U downlink have been analyzed in the presence of both uplink and
downlink packet transfer in the WLAN. FTP data based downlink data traffic for LTE and WLAN
have been considered in [84]. Although [54,71,86] consider models that are inspired by unsaturated
traffic conditions, more detailed study of LTE-U with various channel access mechanisms and channel
selection schemes in the presence of diverse traffic type is required.
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The performance of LTE-U based SCs in the presence of WLAN has been evaluated for both
indoor and outdoor environments in [43,60,64,70,71]. A thorough evaluation specifically for indoor
deployment of LTE-U based SCs has been considered in [3,39,44,46,53,68,69]. However, in depth
studies for outdoor deployment of LTE-U SCs coexisting with WLAN has been analyzed in [7,57,83,84].
The work in [80] in particular presents results consider realistic deployments of LTE-U based SCs.
Most of the simulation based studies for LTE-U like [3,4,7,60] have considered MATLAB as the
simulation environment. However, packet level simulation with the LTE-LENA stack and NS have
been considered in [87]. The WaltSystem and WinProp based simulation results have been shown
in [57,86], respectively, while [80] presents simulation results for both MATLAB and WinProp based
simulations. Detailed hardware based implementation of LTE-U using USRPs and the ORBIT testbed
has been considered in [39]. Similarly, NTT DOCOMO and Huawei’s field trial results using proposed
LTE-U hardware has been shown in [53]. Details of various simulation, hardware, traffic environments,
and scenarios considered are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. Next, we consider the important issues of
latency and handover analysis for LTE-U based SCs.
Table 3. A summary of evaluation environments considered for LTE-U performance analysis.
Indoor/Outdoor

Coordinated/Distributed

Indoor

Distributed

Simulation

Coordinated

based
Outdoor

Distributed
Both

Hardware
implementations

Comment

References

WaltSystem

[86]

MATLAB

[3,60]

MATLAB

[7,80]

MATLAB

[4,60,80]

NS

[87]

WinProp

[57,80]

Experimental evaluations using USRP-based SDR on the ORBIT testbed

[39]

NTT DOCOMO and Huawei’s field trials for LTE-U

[53]

UE of HUAWEI used as U-LTE terminal

[78]

8. Latency and Handover Analysis for LTE-U
The performance gains in terms of throughput and coverage from the operation of LTE-U SC’s
in the unlicensed spectrum have been discussed in the previous sections. However, network latency
is another key network performance indicator that must be studied for LTE-U. In this direction,
the average number of collisions and latency analysis for WLAN and CSAT based LTE-U has been
presented in [88]. It has been shown in [88] that an increase in the CSAT duty cycle results in increased
WLAN latency. Buffer occupancy and delay CDF’s under low, medium, and high load conditions for
LAA-LBT based LTE-U have been studied in [68]. The delay and throughput performance of WLAN in
the presence of dynamic contention window adjusting LAA-LBT have been analyzed in [3,71]. It has
been shown that dynamic contention window adjustment in LAA-LBT results in fair coexistence with
WLAN. In [89], the ratio of latency to total channel occupancy time has been studied. It has been
shown that, from a delay perspective, FBE performs better than LBE in LTE-U. Furthermore, it has
been shown that appropriately tuning the duty cycle in CSAT can result in better delay performance.
Given LTE-U based SCs, another key aspect of the network is the frequent handover in the
presence of mobile users. A modified version of the LENA LTE module in the ns-3 simulator is
used in [87] to evaluate the TCP’s performance for LTE-U handover scenarios. The results in [87]
indicate that a new TCP mechanism is needed for coexistence between LTE-U and LTE. In [90],
the effect of handover trigger in LTE-U due to the unavailability of unlicensed band in the SC has
been considered. Furthermore, a new handover scheme has been proposed and analyzed for LAA
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networks. Hence, more research is required in handover analysis for LTE-U. Next, we discuss the
operation in the unlicensed spectrum of the upcoming 5G new radio.
9. 5G New Radio
For the upcoming 5G new radio (NR), 3GPP has approved the operation in the existing 5 GHz
unlicensed band and the new ‘greenfield’ 6 GHz unlicensed band. Five key scenarios for 5G NR in the
unlicensed band (also termed as NR-U) are [91–94]:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carrier Aggregation within gNodeB,
Dual connectivity across eNodeBs,
LTE anchor in licensed spectrum,
5G NR anchor in licensed spectrum,
Uplink only in licensed spectrum,
Downlink only in unlicensed spectrum with the stand-alone operation.

The licensed-assisted access NR-U (LAA NR-U) scenario aggregates an unlicensed spectrum
with licensed spectrum, which enables operators to boost the network performance speed and
capacity. It has been demonstrated in [95–100] that 5G NR boosts the network speed and capacity.
Furthermore, key issues like handover, antenna designing, and spectrum management along with
possible solutions for 5G NR have been discussed in [95–100]. Note that the LAA NR-U supports both
NR and LTE in a licensed spectrum combined with NR-U in unlicensed spectrum. The LAA NR-U
can be deployed by a macro-cell using licensed spectrum, and a local small-cell using an unlicensed
spectrum or by using carrier aggregation in a small-cell (supporting both licensed and unlicensed
spectrum). The 5G NR operating in the unlicensed spectrum will broaden the 5G vision to expand
and transform industries. These industries are dedicated to a specific application such as industrial
Internet-of-Things (IoT) and mobile broadband for enterprises.
Network slicing is one of the key enabling technologies for 5G NR due to its ability to customize
and ‘slice’ a common resource to support diverse services and verticals [101]. An inter-operator
network slicing framework for multiple mobile network operators (MNOs) has been considered
in [101] in both licensed and unlicensed bands. Cellular vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications
is another key technology considered in 5G NR [102]. In [102], the coexistence problem of cellular
vehicle-to-everything (V2X) users and vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) users over the unlicensed
spectrum have been considered. However, detailed studies for resource allocation of LAA NR-U are
needed. The ability to operate 5G NR stand-alone in an unlicensed spectrum is the next important
scenario. A possible candidate technology for 5G NR’s stand-alone cellular operation in an unlicensed
spectrum is called MulteFire and discussed in the following section. In [37], an experimental testbed
for indoor co-existence of LTE-U and Wi-Fi has been considered. Coverage, capacity, clear channel
assessment energy detection threshold for LTE-U along with supplemental downlink and cell sleeping
have been investigated to verify the fair coexistence between LAA and Wi-Fi in the unlicensed spectrum.
A virtual coalition formation game approach has been used in [103] to solve the unlicensed band
selection problem in 5G.
10. Multefire
MulteFire is an LTE-based technology built on elements of the 3GPP Release 13 and 3GPP
Release 14 specifications for LAA and Enhanced LAA (eLAA). MulteFire operates in standalone mode
within the unlicensed spectrum. The main advantage of MulteFire is that it allows anyone to deploy
and operate their private network, which can revolutionize the industrial Internet-of-things (IoT).
In MultiFire 1.1 release [104], it has been mentioned that it is designed to coexist efficiently with other
technologies like Wi-Fi, Licensed Assisted Access (LAA), and Listen-Before-Talk (LBT). In [105,106],
an overview of coexistence has been discussed for wireless technology, commercial medical devices,
and performance evaluation of a standalone LTE network in an unlicensed band that has been tested
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in [107]. The Markov-Chain model for the LBT mechanism of LTE-LAA according to the 3GPP release
13 and 14 that has been proposed in [108] applies to MulteFire. However, Multefire supports new
bands such as 1.9 GHz for Japan and other regional band ranges in 800–900 MHz. Moreover, MulteFire
has introduced two key features such as an Autonomous UE Mobility (AUM) and Self-Organizing
Networks (SON), in order to complement the typical eNB controlled handover procedure and the
network optimization of stand-alone networks operating in unlicensed spectrum and networks
deployed with the Neutral Host Network (NHN) architecture, respectively. Additionally, MultiFire
focuses on IoT and Expanded IoT services to fulfill their specific requirements for performance,
security, latency, and mobility with low power wide area support. In [109–111], a performance
comparison of MulteFire with previous technologies has been presented with numerical analysis and
system-level simulations. The results have shown that MulteFire can double the capacity and provide
more than twice the coverage of Wi-Fi. However, resource allocation for standalone operation of
cellular technologies like MulteFire needs more attention from the research community. In [85], a time
and frequency division algorithm has been proposed to eliminate the control signaling collisions in
standalone LTE-U systems. Next, we discuss the existing implementation/field trial results for cellular
operation in unlicensed spectrum.
11. Open Issues in LTE-U
A comprehensive study for CSAT based LTE-U exists in the form of [53] in which the
fair coexistence of LTE-U has been evaluated with respect to scaling in the number of devices,
SCs, and operators. However, a similar comprehensive study for LAA-LBT based LTE-U is needed.
From an LAA-LBT perspective, optimal contention window adjustment based on the operating
environment needs more research [3]. The optimal channel sense threshold is another key issue
in LAA-LBT that requires more attention as discussed in [60,68]. From the CSAT perspective,
future research is required to define a collision-free slot assignment for LTE-U in the presence of
multiple LTE-U networks. Learning techniques in [35,83,84] can provide distributed collision-free
operation. However, further evaluation of these techniques is needed in diverse scenarios for
LTE-U [31].
A more thorough investigation of LTE-U’s coexistence with technologies besides WLAN
(like RADAR as shown in [2,88]) is required. A comparative study between the different channel access
mechanism for LTE-U is also needed, particularly the LBT and CSAT [2]. Furthermore, more field trials
with multi-operator and multi-cell LTE-U deployment is required for performance evaluation of the
coexistence mechanisms.
From a channel selections perspective, both intra and inter-operator coordination needs to be
studied in detail for LTE-U along with the stability analysis of the channel selection schemes [44].
The appropriate selection of licensed and unlicensed bands for the operation of LTE-U users needs to
be designed for effective utilization of LTE-U’s potential as a technology [54]. The study of channel
selection schemes in a multi-cell, multi-operator, and multiple WLAN AP environment is even more
important to ensure successful commercial deployment of LTE-U based SC’s.
Development of suitable analytical models for various non-saturated traffic models is another
important issue that requires more attention in LTE-U [39]. The inherent PHY/MAC differences
between LTE-U and WLAN systems must be considered in these models along with inter-cell
interference in dense deployments [8]. These models should also consider more practical aspects of
LTE-U and WLAN like adaptive modulation and coding, hidden and exposed node problem, etc. [35].
From a practical deployment perspective, specific QoS demands, relay based communication [4],
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems, and power control [75] are some additional aspects
to be studied for LTE-U. A thorough study of both TDD and FDD based LTE-U, with different intra and
inter-operator level coordination, is required [61]. Furthermore, the performance of LTE-U for various
handover scenarios needs to be evaluated. A novel approach of licensed and unlicensed spectrum
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utilization for D2D communication and IoT has been considered in [112]. However, a more detailed
study is needed.
12. Conclusions
In this article, we have presented a detailed survey of existing techniques for LTE-U in various
scenarios. We have explained the channel access mechanisms and several channel selection schemes.
We have studied the performance of these techniques with respect to fairness towards IEEE 802.11
based WLAN, coverage, and capacity. From existing studies, it is apparent that, when tuned properly,
the LTE-U not only co-exists fairly with WLAN but can also result in better performance. We have
performed a detailed analysis of the impact of traffic type, environment scenarios, and coordination on
LTE-U’s performance. The latency and handover issues for LTE-U have also been discussed. Through a
discussion on open issues in LTE-U, we have presented the possible research directions that need
more attention.
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